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A NOTE ON SUB-BUNDLES OF VECTOR BUNDLES
WILLIAM CRAWLEY-BOEVEY AND BERNT TORE JENSEN
Abstract. It is easy to imagine that a subvariety of a vector bundle,
whose intersection with every fibre is a vector subspace of constant di-
mension, must necessarily be a sub-bundle. We give two examples to
show that this is not true, and several situations in which the implication
does hold. For example it is true if the base is normal and the field has
characteristic zero. A convenient test is whether or not the intersections
with the fibres are reduced as schemes.
Introduction
Let X be a connected algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field k.
Recall that a vector bundle of rank n on X is a variety E equipped with a
morphism pi : E → X and the structure of an n-dimensional vector space
on each fibre Ex = pi
−1(x), satisfying the local triviality condition that each
x ∈ X has an open neighbourhood U such that there is an isomorphism
φ : pi−1(U)→ U × kn making the diagram
pi−1(U)
φ
//
pi
##F
FF
FF
FF
FF
U × kn
p
{{xx
xx
xx
xx
x
U
commute, where p is the projection, and with φ inducing linear maps on the
fibres over U .
A sub-bundle of E is a closed subvariety F of E whose fibres Fx = F ∩Ex
are vector subspaces of the Ex for all x ∈ X, and such that F , equipped
with the map pi|F : F → X and the induced vector space structures on its
fibres, is locally trivial, so a vector bundle.
It is easy to imagine that
(*) F is a closed subvariety of E and the Fx are vector subspaces of the
Ex of constant dimension for all x ∈ X,
implies that F is a sub-bundle of E. We give two examples showing that
this implication is not true in general, and several situations in which it
does hold. For example it is true if X is normal and k has characteristic
zero. A convenient test is whether or not the intersections with the fibres
are reduced as schemes.
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1. Two general situations
The first situation is well known.
Proposition 1. If F satisfies (*), then F is a sub-bundle if and only if F
is the kernel of a vector bundle homomorphism θ : E → E′.
If F is a sub-bundle, one can take E′ to be the quotient bundle E/F . For
the converse see for example Proposition 1.7.2 in [3].
Proposition 2. If F satisfies (*), then F is a sub-bundle if and only if for
all x ∈ X the natural scheme structure on Fx, as an intersection of varieties
F ∩ Ex, or equivalently as a fibre (pi|F )
−1(x), is reduced.
Proof. Clearly if F is sub-bundle then local triviality implies that the Fx
are reduced. For the converse, since the statement is local on the base, we
may assume that X is an affine variety and E = X × kn is trivial. Let
y = (y1, . . . , yn) be coordinates for k
n and let f1, . . . , fs ∈ k[X][y1, . . . , yn]
be a generating set for the ideal defining F .
For fixed x, we identify Ex with k
n, and then f1, . . . , fs define Fx as a
closed subscheme of kn. The tangent space of Fx at 0 is
T0Fx = {y ∈ k
n : J(x)y = 0},
where J(x) is the s× n matrix with
J(x)ij =
∂fi(x, y)
∂yj
∣∣
∣∣
y=0
.
We show that Fx = T0Fx. If y ∈ Fx, then so is ty for all t ∈ k, so
fi(x, ty) = 0 for all i and t. Expanding in powers of t, and taking the
linear terms, we deduce that J(x)y = 0, so Fx ⊆ T0Fx. Now this is an
equality since the scheme structure of Fx is assumed to be reduced, and
the variety structure is that of a vector space, so Fx is smooth, and hence
dimT0Fx = dimFx.
Now Proposition 1 applies, since F is the kernel of the vector bundle
homomorphism θ : X × kn → X × ks, θ(x, y) = (x, J(x)y). 
We observe that in the formulation of (*) we could have used the weaker
condition that F is locally closed in E.
Proposition 3. If F is a locally closed subvariety of E and the Fx are vector
subspaces of the Ex of constant dimension for all x ∈ X, then F is closed
in E.
Proof. Scalar multiplication on the fibres defines a map m : k × E → E,
and since the fibres of F are subspaces, we have m(k × F ) = F . It follows
that m(k × F ) = F , so that F ∩ Ex is closed under scalar multiplication in
the fibre Ex, and hence must be connected. Now Fx is an open subset of
F ∩Ex since F is locally closed in E, and a closed subset since Fx is a vector
subspace of Ex. Thus by connectedness, Fx = F ∩ Ex, so F = F . 
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2. Normal base in characteristic zero
We need the following form of Zariski’s Main Theorem. For a proof see
for example §III.9 in [2].
Lemma 1. If X is normal and f : X ′ −→ X is a birational morphism with
finite fibres, then f is an isomorphism of X ′ with an open subset U ⊆ X.
Lemma 2. If F satisfies (*) and X is irreducible, then so is F .
Proof. Let d be the dimension of the Fx, and let Z1, . . . , Zm be the irre-
ducible components of F . Applying the theorem on upper semicontinuity of
fibre dimensions to pi|Zi , see §I.8 Corollary 3 in [2], one sees that the set
Gi = {z ∈ Zi | dimz
(
Zi ∩ pi
−1(pi(z))
)
≥ d}
is closed in Zi, where dimz Y denotes the maximum of the dimensions of the
irreducible components of Y which contain z.
Since m(k×Zi) contains Zi, and its closure is an irreducible closed subset
of F , we must have m(k × Zi) = Zi. Thus the intersection of Zi with
any fibre Ex is closed under scalar multiplication, and hence any irreducible
component of this intersection contains the zero element. Thus if we define
Xi = {x ∈ X | dim
(
Zi ∩ pi
−1(x)
)
≥ d},
and s : X → E denotes the zero section, then
Xi = {x ∈ X | dims(x)
(
Zi ∩ pi
−1(x)
)
≥ d} = s−1(Gi),
so that Xi is closed in X.
Now if x ∈ X, then Fx =
⋃m
i=1(Zi ∩ pi
−1(x)), so dimZi ∩ pi
−1(x) ≤ d.
Moreover, since Fx is irreducible, equality must hold for some i, and then
Fx = Zi ∩ pi
−1(x). It follows that X =
⋃m
i=1Xi, so since X is irreducible,
X = Xi for some i, and then F = Zi, so it is irreducible. 
Proposition 4. If F satisfies (*), then F is a sub-bundle if the field k has
characteristic zero and X is normal.
Proof. We have a standing assumption that X is connected, so since X is
normal it is irreducible. The statement is local on the base, so by passing
to a neighbourhood of x0 ∈ X, we may assume that E = X × k
n is trivial.
For each x ∈ X identify Fx as a vector subspace of k
n. Fix a complement
C of Fx0 in k
n.
Applying the upper semicontinuity theorem to the restriction of pi to
F ∩ (X × C) one sees that Fx ∩ C = {0} for all x in a neighbourhood of
x0. Then, by shrinking X again, we may assume that Fx ⊕ C = k
n for all
x ∈ X.
Let φ : F → X×Fx0 be the restriction to F of the map X×k
n → X×Fx0
given by the projection perpendicular to C. Clearly φ is a bijective morphism
of varieties. Now F is irreducible by Lemma 2, so φ is a bijective morphism
between irreducible varieties over a field of characteristic zero, which shows
that φ is birational by Proposition 7.16 in [1]. Then φ is an isomorphism by
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Zariski’s Main Theorem. This shows that F is locally trivial, and hence a
sub-bundle. 
3. Examples
Example 1. Let X be the cuspidal curve y2 = x3, and let
F = {(x, y, z, w) | y2 = x3, yz = xw,w2 = xz2, x2z = yw} ⊆ X × k2.
We need to know that these equations define F with its reduced scheme
structure, so that they induce the natural scheme structure on the fibres of
F . For this it suffices to show that the ideal corresponding to these equations
is the kernel of the homomorphism k[x, y, z, w] → k[t, z] sending x, y, z, w to
t2, t3, z, tz respectively. We leave the details as an exercise to the reader.
Now the fibre of F over a point (x, y) = (t2, t3) with t 6= 0 is the line
w = tz in k2, while the fibre over the point (0, 0) is the subscheme of k2
defined by the equation w2 = 0. As a subset this is the line w = 0, so every
fibre of F is a 1-dimensional subspace of k2. Since the fibre of F over (0, 0)
is not reduced, F cannot be a sub-bundle of X × k2.
Example 2. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, and let X = k, the
affine line. Let
F = {(x, y, z) : yp = xzp} ⊆ k × k2
Since yp − xzp is an irreducible polynomial, the equation defines F with its
reduced scheme structure.
The fibre over any point x = λ ∈ k is the line y = λ1/pz, but the scheme
structure is given by the equation yp = λzp, or equivalently (y−λ1/pz)p = 0,
so it is not reduced. Thus F is not a sub-bundle.
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